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June 1, 2004 CMM-WG teleconference minutes

1 Early discussion

(1) Note taker assignment: Fred
(2) Roll call
• Fred Macie l
• David Snell ing
• Jem Treadwell
• Latha Srinivasan

(3) Approve the minutes of the last teleconference: no comments, approved

2 Gap analysis document

• Fred: what does “factory pattern” mean in WSRF? David: explains. Fred: is there
anything needed for manageability of factory services? David: could ask factory what
it creates. Or more complex (everything that matches a certain pattern in a query).
Fred: is it a gap that such functions are not defined? David: yes. That pattern is not
codified in WSRF. WSRF backed away from an operation name, but the pattern is still
there.

• Review of text that is still missing. Jem and Latha working on items asked by Fred.
• Schedule for this week: merge tomorrow, perhaps teleconference on Friday,

depending on the status of the document.
• Fred: OGSA glossary will be submitted to the GGF? Jem: yes, in parallel with OGSA

document.

3 Discussion on Jay’s document

• Background: Jay Unger sent a proposal to the OGSA-WG mailing list proposing the
OGSA-WG to analyze and choose resource models for OGSA.

• Fred: we can create high-level requirements, but at the current stage they will not be
detailed . Latha: need high-level requirements and a usecase point of view. E.g. VOs,
jobs, containers, etc., we need to take the VO through analysis and definition. Need
the breakdown of the services.

• Latha: UCWG has a lot to do with OGSA, we need to be close to them. Need to do in
parallel to drive requirements.

• Latha: could just add the need to do the above our document. Fred: OK.
• David: it’s not going to happen fast. Don’t know how it will develop.
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4 Next teleconference

• Perhaps next Friday, announcement to be posted later.
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